Abstract

Rare Isotope Science Project (RISP) in the Institute of Basic Science (IBS), South Korea, is now operating SRF test facility in Sindong, Daejeon. Sindong SRF test facility has three vertical test pits and three horizontal test bunks. 900W cryogenic system, RF power system, and radiation protection system. This paper explains about detail procedures of constructing cryostats and top flanges for the vertical test of RISP, installed cryostats and top flanges have insulation vacuum layer, magnetic and thermal shield, 4K/2K reservoir, heat exchanger, cryogenic valves for supplying liquid helium, vacuum lines, and electrical instruments for the superconducting cavity tests.

Introduction

RISP is making and installing many devices such as ion source, superconducting SC linac, low and high energy experimental systems, cryogenic systems, RF powers and control system for RACON since 2012[1]. And for the vertical test (VT) of SC cavity, RISP constructed and operated Munji SRF test facility from 2016 and larger SRF test facility at Sindong site from 2018. VT for SC cavity should be proceeded under same conditions as cryomodule such as 4K and 2K liquid helium (LHe) supply, thermal/magnetic shielding and ultra-high vacuum (UHV). This paper explains about whole process of constructing cryostat and top flange from design to installation.

Cryostat and Top Flange Design

Previous cryostat and top flange were conventional type, which had liquid nitrogen reservoir inside of cryostat walls for pre-cooling and thermal insulation and LHe reservoir at the cryostat inside. LHe reservoir was sealed with top flange so that UHV conditions was maintained, and LHe was filled within this reservoir so that SC cavity temperature was decreased to 4K/2K. Electrical instrumentation was connected through top flange feedthrough and magnetic shelter was installed inside LHe reservoir. However, previous cryostat and top flange have a large heat load for cooling and warm-up because LHe reservoir was too large so that we should supply so much LHe for VT. Also, RISP should increase the VT capability for satisfying test and tunnel installation schedules. To increase the VT capability at Sindong SRF site, RISP decided to make a new cryostats and top flanges which has similar cooling scheme with cryomodule and larger test capability, capable of 3 cavities simultaneously tested for QWR/HWR and 2 cavities for SSR1/2. Figure 1 and 2 show the piping and instrumentation diagram (PnID) of newly designed cryostat and top flange for Sindong SRF site. Inner diameter of cryostat is increased up to 1200mm for installation three QWR/HWR cavities and two SSR1/2 cavities. And to decrease LHe supply, we decided to proceed VT with dressed cavity so that LHe is supplied only inside of LHe jacket. Following this decision, top flange design is changed almost same. LHe supply and return lines are connected directly to LHe jacket so that the total LHe quantity is reduced. And likewise cryomodule, 4K/2K LHe reservoirs, heat exchanger and another cryogenic valve are installed inside of top flange for maintaining LHe level and stabilizing LHe pressure. For increasing inner volume of cryostat and reducing heat load, liquid nitrogen (LN2) reservoir is substituted with thermal shield of cryostat. With this modifications, RISP contracted with domestic company for making 3 cryostats (1 for bare cavity test, 2 for dressed cavity test) and 5 top flanges (1 for bare cavity flange, 2 for QWR/HWR dressed cavity test, 2 for SSR1/2 dressed cavity test), total heat load of conventional cryostat and top flange assembly is estimated 13.76W, and total heat load of newly designed cryostat and top flange assembly is 5.57W so that our new cryostat and top flange have lower heat load than conventional type[2].

Installation at Vertical Test Pits

Fabricated and inspected cryostats and top flanges are transferred to Sindong SRF and installed to vertical test pits. Cryostat and top flange assembly is about 3.3m height and 1.8m diameter. Test pit is 4.5m depth and 2.2m x 2.2m square, so we installed pit stand and stair to each pit for safety. Test pit and sliding cover is designed and constructed with radiation shielding consideration. Furthermore, LHe and LN2 supply/return connections are also fabricated and installed simultaneously. Figure 6 shows the installation of cryostat, top flange, and cryogenic connections. Figure 7 and 8 shows the VT preparation status of three HWR dressed cavities and two SSR1 dressed cavities hanging at the top flange.

Conclusions & Future Works

Whole process started from October 2018 and finished by June 2019, and all cryostats and top flanges were used for QWR/HWR/SSR1 cavity cold tests since 2019. After installation of new cryostats and top flanges, the cold test capability is increased so that over 70 HWR cavities and all SSR1 prototypes are tested in Sindong SRF test facility. However, for maintaining this test capability, we should check every operating and measuring devices such as vacuum gauges, pumps, periodically. Maintenance of Sindong SRF test facility is mandatory and should be prepared.